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In choreo | graphy, my practice-based artistic research project as a PhD candidate in 

Choreography at SKH, I am working with the word ”choreography” as an etymological, literal, 

and practical relationship between khoreia as “dancing together” and graphia as “writing.” I 

work with the separation and relation of these two practices in order to experiment with 

negotiation between the logics of a dancing mody-bind and the logics of a writing body-mind. 

At its foundation, my research concerns the media-specificity of thought, which is to say that 

all media (materials, tools, techniques and technologies) enact thinking in particular ways. The 

largest umbrella for my doctoral research, the degree project itself, is entitled choreo | graphy, 

to denote the difference and open a reflection between two distinct media of thought whose 

entangled interaction in choreography unfolds a number of problems and potentials for 

transformation, in relation to past, present and future.  

Historically and ideologically moving from the origins of the word chorégraphie as a 

tool for preservation in the court of Louis XIV to the discursive-conceptual turn that leads to 

the late “choreography as expanded practice,” the ways that choreography as a word and 

concept-container has been born from a modern patriarchal colonial-capitalist logic of property 

and capture, and continues to express a modern patriarchal colonial-capitalist logic of 

expansion and export, is just one of the many ways in which the lingual concept of 

choreography deserves scrutiny, and breath (and breath is not a metaphor 

here).  choreo | graphy, as a project of divergent language drift and discursive massage, intends 

to open space and time within the practice of languaging dance to untangle the momentous 

density of forces that have kept choreography and popular assumptions of the choreographer’s 

role historically gripped in logics of visionary control and corporeal command.  By introducing 

word-concepts like mody-bind, and sharing practices like open dancing / open wrtiing1 and 

 
1 a practice of calibrating the senses in and through movement and writing which I have been developing in my 

dance-teaching and choreographic practice since 2014 

https://www.uniarts.se/english/research-and-development-work/doctoral-research-project/doctoral-research-project-eleanor-bauer


manual lucidity2, I intend to grow out of a philosophically obsolete separation of mind and 

body and any hierarchical relation between the two which has historically paved way for the 

exploitation of some bodies as deemed of lesser order of intelligence or spirit than others.  In 

pulling the word choreo | graphy apart and practicing dances that honor axes of 

intersectionality, place value in collective intelligence, and foster intersubjective 

interdependence, my project choreo | graphy wishes to affirm the efforts, conversations, and 

practices of dancers, dance forms, and dance-makers who have understood and harnessed 

choreography as an emergent, receptive, responsive and generous process of supportive 

container-crafting. 

In the present-tense and infinitely specific local dance communities of a globalised and 

thereby passively generalised field of “contemporary dance,” with choreo | graphy I strive for 

a certain discursive precision and wildness that attempts to listen for and echo the polyphonic 

and polyrhythmic pluriverse of practices inside of the too-large container-words 

“contemporary,” “dance,” and “choreography.”  By seeking apprenticeship with practitioners 

whose work is different from mine in lineage, inspires mine in relationship, and runs parallel 

or diverges from mine in vectors of aspiration, it is my hope that the perspectives offered 

by choreo | graphy  as a research project can encourage more nuanced precision and 

discernment of the givens and values engendered by performative acts of dancing-together in 

the so-called Contemporary Dance field to which I most certainly belong, through support of 

its institutions and participation in its networks and exchanges of attention and attendance.  

With an eye towards the yet-unknown, I nurture conversations and collaborations which 

push the edges of my own grounded expertise and education. By extending my own media-

specific expertise and inquiry to other fields and media of thought, choreo | graphy is a 

fundamentally interdisciplinary project. I work intensively with the concept of metaphor to 

transfer ideas, methodologies, and frameworks from one medium of thought to another, 

shuttling practice-able notions between different domains of expertise in order to stretch the 

formal assumptions of how any medium thinks. If dancing, writing, playing music, filming, 

painting, drawing, photography, filming, editing, composing, designing, studying 

anthropology, engaging philosophy, pursuing social justice, practicing mathematics, and 

speaking any particular spoken language all have unique grammars, syntaxes, structures, and 

 
2 a touch-based score for conjuring images and languaging them which I have been developing in my research 

collaborations since 2018 



technologies that are specific to those media of thought, they also afford and shape thinking 

uniquely.  Different practices engender different types of mind, “as consciousness is harnessed 

to flesh” (in the words of Susan Sontag’s eponymously published diaries). Our behaviors and 

practices inform the continually neuroplastic and epigenetic processes that transform our 

constitutions, our biases and our world-views, so transposing structures and practices thought 

between different media of thought is a foundational part of my methodology, which is about 

creating understanding, or rather being in a continual process of understanding, by stretching 

the limits of my own subjective constitution and inviting others to do the same.3  My 

commitment to radical interdisciplinarity is both rooted in my expertise of and supports my 

elaboration of how dance thinks4 as an absorbent, synthetic, wholistic practice of sense-making, 

which calls upon all of my sensory, sensual, social and cognitive faculties at once.   

As I consider dance-thought to be essentially rooted in embodied processes of synthesis 

(rather than analysis), I am particularly interested in the interstices – the synapses between 

neurons, the fluid gaps between bones that afford motion, the passages, tunnels, veins and 

hallways, the inroads and off-roads that allow for transition and transformation, slippery 

splaces between layers of flesh and between here or there. I am looking for the new things in 

the closeness of the known things rubbing up against each other, stretching their membranes to 

reach one another, bending to hold and accommodate one another, widening to reflect each 

 
3 My reflections on the use of metaphor, the practice-concept of radical interdisciplinarity, and the media-

specificity of dance-thought  have been further expanded upon in the essay Effing the Ineffable that I wrote for 

the Movement Research Performance Journal Issue #51, published in Spring 2018 and edited by Moriah Evans 

and Mårten Spångberg, which I published also in my booklet A lot of moving parts book 2 in September 2018. 

The A lot of moving parts books one and two were published by Lafayette Anticipations in Paris for the 

premiere of A lot of moving parts and have been offered to the public in all iterations of the performance A lot of 

moving parts thus far.  I am also happy to provide you with digital copies of these booklets upon request and 

will have them physically available at the 80% seminar.   
4 In the Fall of 2018, I lead an open and free-standing course hosted at the Department of Dance at Stockholm 

University of the Arts (formerly DOCH, Dans och Circus Hogskolan) called How Dance Thinks, aimed at 

understanding how dance, as a medium of thought, conditions and enables consciousness and reflection in a 

specific manner, unique to the medium of dance. How Dance Thinks consisted of dance workshops, discussions, 

assigned readings, and artist talks by Manon Santkin, Rudi Laermans, Alice Chauchat, Gabriel Shcenker, Frank 

Bock, Andros Zins-Browne, Juliette Mapp, Tere O’Connor, Bojana Cvejic, Chrysa Parkinson, and Jonathan 

Burrows. Each guest teacher was invited to unfold their own physical, reflective, creative and/or discursive 

practices towards the question of “How Dance Thinks” in their own methodlogy, contributing to a varied and 

diverse curriculum of activities. How Dance Thinks was a free-standing course, open to application by dance 

practitioners and students in and out of the university system, and had the highest number of both applicants and 

attendees for a free-standing course in the history of DOCH.  In addition to this, I recorded interviews and 

conversations with dancers and choreographers, a selection of which was released as the How Dance 

Thinks podcast, produced by Anna Efraimsson and and edited by Robin Jonsson. The How Dance Thinks 

podcast was published online in Fall 2019 via Stockholm University of the Arts and can be found here: 

https://www.uniarts.se/english/about-uniarts/department-of-dance/skh-dance-podcast 

 

https://www.uniarts.se/english/about-uniarts/department-of-dance/skh-dance-podcast


other, mirroring to comprehend the other, tethering to bounce off of each other. The physics of 

how dance thinks is more than a metaphor, it is situated IN, THROUGH, and WITH things that 

matter, both literally and figuratively, so that novelty is always here, as every movement is 

infinitely original, and yet of infinite origins.  Dance teaches me that the new thing is everything 

but an expansionist colonial space race, and that I can know (känna) something about the other 

by actively feeling-with the specificity of their motion.  This is the center of my choreographic, 

curational, and collaborative practice as a dancer.  I place dancing-thinking at the center of my 

cosmology and reach outwards, inwards, and through what my dancing meets to make existing 

worlds collide, hopefully towards the invention of new worlds within the world as it is.  

Background and summary of A lot of moving parts: a choreo | graphic research practice  

Since starting this PhD research, I have been working with an an ongoing, evolving and 

adaptive practice of composition-ing site-responsive performances and publications that have 

taken shape through different collaborative constellations from 2017 to present, under the title 

A lot of moving parts.  A lot of moving parts is a flexible container for my ongoing choreo | 

graphic inquiry, evolving over time and uniquely assembled for each performance. Starting as 

a solo performer and choreographer, in collaboration with Jonatan Winbo on lights and various 

other collaborators for music, scenography, costume, and video, I created and performed five 

iterations of A lot of moving parts as a solo dancer:  

1. A lot of moving parts – solo dance performance by Eleanor Bauer with lighting by 

Jonatan Winbo, live music by WATT clarinet quartet (Jean Dousteyssier, Jean-Brice 

Godet, Antonin-Tri Hoang and Julien Pontvianne), scenography and costumes created 

with and by Sofie Durnez, and scenographic assistance by Jonatan Winbo and Irma von 

Platten, at Lafayette Anticipations — Fondation d’entreprise Galeries Lafayette in the 

frame of Échelle Humaine in Festival D’Automne à Paris, Paris, 20-21 September 2018. 

2. A lot of moving parts – solo dance and text performance by Eleanor Bauer with lighting 

by Carole Mullins, recorded music by WATT clarinet quartet (Jean Dousteyssier, Jean-

Brice Godet, Antonin-Tri Hoang and Julien Pontvianne), scenography and costumes 

created with and by Sofie Durnez, and production and scenographic assistance by Irma 

von Platten, at Danspace Project at St Mark’s Church-on-the-Bowery, New York City, 

11-13 October 2018. 

https://goodmove.be/A-LOT-OF-MOVING-PARTS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1J0KftRVHhw&feature=youtu.be
https://vimeo.com/296591635/97e5a91e43


(2.5) A lot of moving parts and Moving~Thinking – a duet dance and text 

performance by Eleanor Bauer and Gabriel Schenker in which our two solo 

artistic-research practices were performed together in dialogue, in a duet of 

scores for dancing and speaking that brings the two performers into a two-

fold double conversation: one conversation in the medium of dance and one 

conversation in the medium of speech, as well as a conversation between 

the media of dance-thought and language-thought themselves, and a 

conversation between two synthesised dancing-talking thinkers. Alliances 

and Commonalities Conference at SKH, Stockholm, 26 October 2020. 

3. A lot of moving parts – solo dance and text performance by Eleanor Bauer with lighting 

by Jonatan Winbo, scenography and costumes by Sofie Durnez, video and sound/music 

by Eleanor Bauer, at Kaaitheaterstudios, Brussels, 11-12 January 2019. 

4. A lot of moving parts – solo dance and text performance by Eleanor Bauer with video 

and sound/music by Eleanor Bauer (with excerpt of Igor Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring) 

at Martha Hill Theater at Bennington College, Bennington Vermont, 31 March 2019. 

5. A lot of moving parts** – solo dance and performance by Eleanor Bauer with video 

and sound/music by Eleanor Bauer (with excerpt of Igor Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring 

and reference to Xavier Le Roy’s Le Sacre du Printemps) at Dansens Hus, Stockholm, 

15-17 May 2019. **presented in conjunction with 50% PhD research seminar on 

18 May 2019 at Dansens Hus Stockholm, seminar produced by and with the 

Department of Dance at SKH. 

I reached a turning point in my research at my 50% seminar, in which it became clear to me at 

this juncture that the importance of togetherness in the dancing-together or khoreia half of 

choreo | graphy was of utmost urgency to pursue in my practice-based research. From this 

point forward, I began to work more intensively with collective conditions of dancing-writing. 

At this point also, I took a steep turn towards fiction and narrative in the pursuit of an adequate 

genre of writing for dance-thought. Dissatisfied with the quest for adequacy in the poetics of 

description, I wanted to give a reader or lister of my dancing-writing a closer felt-sense of the 

experience of how dance thinks through and beyond me with others. Realizing that I was 

dealing with nothing short of a cosmological crisis if imagination, I turned to narrative fiction 

as an alibi for the expression of how dance thinks, not only as a body which absorbs and 

remembers its histories, but which also invents and creates new futures. Starting with an 

https://youtu.be/MUcGzLYjxtE
https://youtu.be/zeGe1GxjBQ4
https://youtu.be/zeGe1GxjBQ4
https://youtu.be/uuES9hSlwls?t=18


invitation from the London-based collective of dancers called Nora in August of 2019, I began 

an intensive research into the creative agency of the mody-bind as an absorbent, synthetic, and 

imaginative apparatus of inter-subjective world-making. In the research and development 

sessions with Nora (Eleanor Sikorski, Flora Wellesley-Wesley, and Stephanie McMann) in 

August 2019, following the prompts of dancer and writer Karinne Keithley’s Pellagic School 

of pop-up playwriting workshops online, we began fabulating scenes, characters, and splaces 

out of our shared dance experiences.  I carried these budding methods further in October 2019 

in a gathering of practitioners I assembled in Stockholm under the alias Coven Press 

(participant names forthcoming). Together we pursued collective-dancing-writing practices 

towards speculative fiction, and coined the term Sensual Journalism to describe our practices. 

We generated a body of texts through various collaborative methodologies of dancing-together-

writing, which we then culled into three categories of text: performable dance scores, texts to 

be spoken or narrated live in performance, and publishable fodder. Culminating in 

performances at Moving in November festival in Helsinki, you will find under the following 

links:  

- the video documentation of our live performance in Helsinki 

- the scores for our dances in that performance  

- the script of the spoken text in that performance 

- the Fake News Paper we published and gave to the audience of that performance. 

Thus comprising the sixth iteration and first group version of A lot of moving parts: 

6. A lot (more) moving parts – group dance and text performance by Eleanor Bauer with 

Coven Press. Concept and direction by Eleanor Bauer; choreography and performance 

by Eleanor Bauer, Kai Evans, Alice MacKenzie, Stina Nyberg, Adam Seid Tahir, 

Alexander Talts, Juliette Uzor, choreography and text created with (but not performing) 

Halla Ólafsdóttir, Tilman O’Donnell, and Zoë Poluch; lighting by Jonatan Winbo; 

recorded music by WATT clarinet quartet (Jean Dousteyssier, Jean-Brice Godet, 

Antonin-Tri Hoang and Julien Pontvianne), costumes by the peformers, at Stoa in 

Moving In November Festival, Helsinki, 2 November 2019. 

Finally, For A lot of moving parts VII (Sleeping Giant Dreams) on 1-3 October at Dansens 

Hus, the second group iteration of this project and the largest yet, 18 performers will bridge the 

khoreia and graphia through rhythm and orality, with a dancing-together practice accompanied 

by renowned percussionist Robert Mehmet Ikiz, and a collective “re-mything” practice, which 

https://youtu.be/aULf9BQ5vUQ
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GJijlCkj_K5nBL9coQxBQQ4d-M7kujondrcchhpxJDQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mb5yjGhotN-wXssAMQyYe1AiSKVfvW0ez5ffIQydpkU/edit?usp=sharing
https://dansenshus.se/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/coven-press_tidning.pdf
https://youtu.be/aULf9BQ5vUQ


is an oral speculative fiction practice developed by participating dancer and performer Eva 

Mohn.  For this unique iteration, 9 members of the Coven Press* dancing-writing group and 

9 Guests of the Press will gather to create the largest group iteration of this project heretofore. 

Coven Press will create a novel publication and structure for the event, edited from the: 

-  Covidian Compostitional Dancing-Writing Sessions, the complete transcript of 

which you will find in the above link.  

- Full cast and credits of performers and collaborators for A lot of moving parts VII 

(Sleeping Giant Dreams) will be found on the Dansens Hus webpage.  

- On 1 October 2020, with the first performance of A lot of moving parts VII (Sleeping 

Giant Dreams) at Dansens Hus, as a continuation of my interdisciplinary research, 

I will be releasing a podcast series I have recorded this year called Sleeping Giant 

Dreams, which hosts 18 conversations with experts in dance improvisation, 

performance, teaching, and choreography, as well as music, writing, architecture, 

artificial intelligence, information technologies, political organization, and 

curation. 

On the 9th of October at MDT, the seminar choreo | graphy within practice will be presented 

live and livestreamed online in collaboration with Stockholm University of the Arts. We will 

gather to reflect together on and through my artistic-practice-based research as a doctoral 

candidate in choreography at Stockholm University of the Arts, as joined by experts from the 

fields of dancing-together (choreo), and writing (graphy), in practice-based conversations with 

choreographer and dancer Jennifer Lacey and writer and performance maker Bronwyn Bailey-

Charteris. 

 

Attendees of the choreo | graphy within practice seminar on 9 October at MDT are warmly 

welcomed but not obliged to attend the performances 1-3 October at Dansens Hus. 

Documentation of the live performances will be made available online to the public after the 

conclusion of the live performances. 

 

Thank you for your attention, and I am looking forward to dance-think with you.  

 

Eleanor Bauer, September 2020 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1odjvg5SyQjKUWPW0_rSsB3m97z2UxMxHW0JNVbkujBs/edit?usp=sharing
https://dansenshus.se/event/a-lot-of-moving-parts-vii/
https://mdtsthlm.se/program/8089/
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